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NONVANISHING DERIVED LIMITS IN SHAPE THEORY 
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(Received 11 April 1994) 
For compact Hausdorff spaces X the nth derived limit of the mth homology progroup vanishes, for all n > 2 and 
m > 1. The main purpose of this paper is to show that, in contradistinction to the compact case, for any choice of 
integers n,m > 1, there exists a paracompact space, X, whose nth derived limit of the mth homology progroup 
(integer coefficients) does not vanish. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In shape theory, with every topological space X one associates its homology progroups 
pro-H,(X). These are abelian progroups H,(X) = (H,(XI),pll.,, A), where X = (X1,p,.,A) 
is a polyhedral resolution of X. This means (see e.g. [l l] or [14], Chap. I Section 6) that X is 
an inverse system, consisting of polyhedra (CW-topology) and (continuous) mappings, 
indexed by a directed ordered set A. Moreover, there exists a mapping of systems p : X + X, 
i.e., a collection of mappings pn:X -+ XL, such that pu,pAr = pl, whenever I < A’. Finally, 
the following two conditions hold. 
(Bl) For every normal open covering 9/ of X, there exists a I E A and an open covering 
ei of X1, such that p; ‘(%J refines @. 
(B2) If I E A and Uj. is an open set of X1, which contains pi(X), then there exists a A’ 2 A, 
such that Ui also contains pii,(Xi.,). 
It is well-known (see e.g., [14], Chap. I Section 6) that every topological space X admits 
a polyhedral resolution. If X is topologically complete, e.g., if X is paracompact, hen every 
polyhedral resolution p : X + X is at the same time an inverse limit of X. The converse does 
not hold. However, if X and all Xi are compact Hausdorff spaces, then every inverse limit 
p: X + X is a resolution. In general, polyhedral resolutions of the same space X, yield 
naturally isomorphic progroups H,(X) with naturally isomorphic limit groutis 
H,,,(X) = lim H,(X), which coincide with the Tech homology groups of X. The homology 
progroups and the Tech homology groups are shape invariants and thus also strong shape 
invariants (see e.g., [14], Chap. II, Section 3.) 
In strong shape theory, one introduces strong homology groups B,(X), which are strong 
shape invariants, but not shape invariants. They generalize the well-known Steenrod 
homology groups, and reduce to these groups in the case of metric compacta [9, lo]. 
Between the groups A,,,(X) and H,(X), there is a sequence of intermediate groups c:)(X), 
called Tech groups of height r > 0, because the first one fig’(X) coincides with the Tech 
group. There are homomorphisms &j(X) -+ &-r’(X), which yield an inverse sequence 
with limit Hkm)(X). All these groups are related by the Miminoshuili exact sequences [13,12], 
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involving the derived limits lim”pro-H,(X). 
. . . 4im’pro - H,+,(X) --f H:‘(X) + ETI$-‘j(X) 3 lim’+‘pro - H,+,(X) -+ ... (1) 
0 + lim’ H$)+ 1(X) + H,(X) + 13km)(X) --) 0. (2) 
The derived limits are first defined for abelian progroups over a fixed index set A, but are 
then extended to abelian progroups over all directed sets (see [S] or [22]). Therefore, 
lim’pro - H,(X) is well-defined. It is an immediate consequence of the above exact 
sequences that the vanishing of all groups lim’pro - H,(X), for I > 2, implies that 
fig’(x) Z B:‘(x) Z . . . Z BP)(X) z R’,(X), so that only two groups are distinct, the Tech 
group g:)(X) and the group fig’(X). This is the case for compact Hausdorff spaces. For 
finitely generated coefficient groups this is a consequence of the fact that for inverse systems 
H of finitely generated abelian groups, the derived limits 1im”H = 0, for n 2 2 [7, Remark, 
p. 65-J. 
In this paper we will exhibit paracompact spaces X, for which the groups 
1im”pro - H,(X) (integer coefficients Z) do not vanish, which implies that, for infinitely 
many r, the groups fii)(X) are distinct. Since our examples are necessarily noncompact, one 
cannot use the standard procedure of approximating spaces by inverse limits of polyhedra. 
Instead, one must use the less familiar method of resolutions. 
It appears that, even on the algebraic level, explicit examples of abelian progroups 
H with lim” H # 0, n > 2, are difficult to find in the literature. Such an example, for n = 2, is 
given in [8]. In fact, if cof(A) denotes the cofinality of A, i.e., the smallest cardinality of 
a subset M c A, which is cofinal in A, then a theorem proved by Goblot in 1970 [6] (see [7, 
Corollary 3.21) asserts that cof(A) = Kk, k 3 0, implies lim” H = 0, for n 3 k + 2 and any 
abelian progroup H indexed by A. In particular, lim” H = 0, for n 2 2, and any inverse 
sequence of abelian groups H, because cof(N) = N,. 
On the other hand, known existence theorems how that, for arbitrary n 2 2, there exist 
examples of abelian progroups H with 1im”H # 0 (see e.g., [7, Proposition 6.11). In 1972 
Mitchell proved that, for every totally ordered A with cof(A) = Kk, there exists an abelian 
progroup H, indexed by A and such that lim k+ ’ H # 0 [15]. He obtained his result by 
generalizing the proof of a result in homological dimension theory of modules [18] (also see 
[19,20]) to modules over rings with more objects. In 1973 he proved a cofinality theorem 
[ 163, which enabled him to extend his result to progroups indexed by arbitrary directed sets. 
The same cofinality theorem was obtained already in 1967 by Kuz’minov [S]. 
In the present paper (using the results of Goblot and Mitchell), we first produce, for 
every directed set A with cof(A) = K, _ i, n 2 1, an explicitly defined and sufficiently simple 
abelian progroup P”, indexed by A and such that lim” P” # 0 (Theorem 2). We then realize 
geometrically the progroup P”, i.e., for every integer m b 1, we construct an inverse system 
of polyhedra X, indexed by A, and such that the homology progroup H,(X) x P” (Theorem 
3). Finally, we show that the inverse limit X of X is a paracompact space and the projections 
pi.: X + X1 satisfy conditions (Bl) and (B2), i.e., yield a polyhedral resolution of X (Theorem 
6). Consequently, pro - H,(X) x H,(X) z P”, and therefore, 1im”pro - H,(X) # 0 
(Theorem 5). 
2. HOMOLOGICAL DIMENSION AND DERIVED LIMITS 
For a fixed directed set A, abelian progroups (inverse systems of abelian groups) indexed 
by A form an abelian category Ah”. If G = (G1,g,,., A) and H = (I-l,, hAi,, A) are objects of 
Ab”, then morphisms f: G + H consist of homomorphism fA : G1 + HA, 1 E A, such that 
fAgAL, = hllTf,,, whenever 2 ,< 1’. The category Ab” has enough projective and enough 
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injective objects [ 171. Since lim : AbA + Ab is a left exact additive functor, the right derived 
functors lim”: Ab” -+ Ab are well-defined. One of their properties is that, whenever 
0 -+ H’ -+ H + H” + 0 is a short exact sequence in Ah”, then there exists a long exact 
sequence 
+ lim” H’ + lim” H -_) lim” H” + lim”+ 1 H’ (3) --) . . . 
The homological dimension hd(G) of a progroup G E AbA is defined as the smallest n such 
that G admits a projective resolution of length n, 
O+G+P”c...+P”-‘tP”cO. (4) 
One also defines the homological dimension hd(A) of a directed set A. This is just the 
homological dimension hd(A(A)) of a special progroup A(A) = (Ai, du,, A), defined by 
Ai, = Z, dA1, = id. This progroup plays an important role, because the functor lim is 
naturally equivalent o the functor Hom(A(A), ). Consequently, lim” is naturally equivalent 
to Ext”(A(A), ), and therefore, for every abelian progroup H indexed by A, 
lim” H z Ext”(A(A), H). (5) 
The connection between the homological dimension hd(A) and the vanishing of the 
derived limits 1im”H of abelian progroups H is visible from the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. For a directed set A. hd(A) < n if and only if lim”+ ‘(H) = 0, for each H E Ab“. 
A well-known theorem of homological algebra, valid for abelian categories with enough 
projective objects (see [l, Theorem 7.203 or [2, Ch. VI Proposition 2.11) when applied to 
abelian progroups over A, can be stated as follows. 
LEMMA 2. For an arbitrary abelian progroup G over A, hd(G) < n if and only if 
Ext”+‘(G,H) = 0, f or each abelian progroup H over A. 
To obtain Lemma 1, it suffices to apply Lemma 2 to G = A(A). 
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let 
0cA(A)Cp”91p1+...,pnLpn+lc... (6) 
be a projective resolution of A(A). If hd(A) = n, then 1im”P” # 0. 
In view of Lemma 1, Goblot’s theorem asserts that cof(A) = K, implies hd(A) < n + 1. 
On the other hand, Mitchell’s theorem asserts that cof(A) = K, implies hd(A) 3 n + 1. 
Consequently, if a directed set A has cofinality cof(A) = K,, then hd(A) = n + 1. Therefore, 
from Theorem 1 one derives the following result, which plays an essential role in proving 
our main result (Theorem 5). 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a directed set with cof(A) = N,_ r, n 2 1, and let (6) be a projective 
resolution of A(A). Then 1im”P” # 0. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 3. Let (6) be a projective resolution of A(A). Then hd(A) < n if and only if 
lim n+idnPn+i = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Since hd(A) Q n, Lemma 3 shows that 
lim”+’ d”P”+i = 0. (7) 
On the other hand, since hd(A) d n - 1 is false, the same lemma shows that one must have 
lim”d”-‘P” # 0. (8) 
Then, by (3), the exact sequence 
O+&‘P”+‘+P”+&-‘P”+(l 
yields an exact sequence 
(9) 
1im”P” -+ lim”d”-‘P” + lim”+’ &‘P”+l. 
Consequently, (7) and (8) imply lim” P” # 0. 
(10) 
0 
In order to prove Lemma 3, we need the next lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let H be an abelian progroup over A and let (6) be a projective resolution 
of A(A). Then 
lim”+’ H = 0 (11) 
if and only if 
Hom(i”, H) : Hom(P”, H) + Hom(d”P”+ ‘, H) 
is an epimorphism, where i” : d”P”+ ’ + P”, is the natural inclusion morphism. 
(12) 
Proof of Lemma 3. That hd(A) d n implies lim”+’ d”P”+’ = 0 follows from Lemma 1. 
Now assume that lim”+‘d”P”+’ = 0. Then Lemma 4 shows that 
Hom(i”,d”P”+‘):Hom(P”,d”P”+l) + Hom(d”P”+‘,d”P”+‘) (13) 
is an epimorphism. Consequently, for the identity on d”P”+l, there exists a morphism 
r” : P” -+ d”P”+ ‘, such that Hom(i”,d”P”+ ‘)(r”) = r”i” = id. Now consider an arbitrary 
abelian progroup H over A and let f E Hom(d”P”+ ‘,H). Put g = fr” E Hom(P”, H). 
Clearly, Hom(i”,H)(g) = gi” = fr”i” = f, which shows that (12) is an epimorphism. Con- 
sequently, again by Lemma 4, lim”+ ’ H = 0. Since H was arbitrary, Lemma 1 shows that 
hd(A) < n. 0 
Lemma 4 is a special case of the next lemma. To see this, it suffices to put G = A(A) and 
take into account (5). 
LEMMA 5. Let G and H be abelian progroups over A, let 
OcG Cp”cp’ + . . . +p”C p”+l+ . . . (14) 
be a projective resolution of G and let i”:d”P”+’ + P” be the natural inclusion morphism. 
Then Ext”+‘(G,H) = 0 if and only if 
Hom(i”, H) : Hom(P”, H) + Hom(d”P”+ ‘, H) (15) 
is an epimorphism. 
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Proof of Lemma 5. Consider the induced exact sequences 
E,,=(OcGtP”+doP’eO), 
Ei = (0 +di-lpi +pi +dipi+l +o), 
E, =(O +d”-lP” cp” td”p”+l e-0). 
Since Pi, i 2 0, is projective, Ext”(P’, X) = 0, for any m >, 1. Therefore, the long exact 
sequence induced by (Ei) shows that the connecting homomorphism onwiE,: 
Extn-i(dipi+l ,H) + Ext”-‘+‘(d’-‘P’,H) is an isomorphism, for 0 < i < n - 1. Conse- 
quently, cfYEo . . .CB& 1 : Ext ’ (a”- ‘P”, H) + Ext”+ ‘(G, H) is also an isomorphism. Moreover, 
(E,) yields the exact sequence 
Hom(P”,H) + Hom(d”P”+‘,H) + Ext’(d”-‘P”,H) + 0. 
Therefore, one also has an exact sequence 
Hom(P”, I-I) + Hom(d”P”+ ‘, H) + Ext”+ ’ (G, H) + 0, 




In (strong) shape theory especially useful are coJnite directed sets, i.e., directed sets 
having the property that each element has a finite number of predecessors. Therefore, we 
conclude this section by the following simple lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Zf A is a directed cofnite set of cardinality IAl = K,, then also cof(A) = K,. In 
particular, the set A of all finite subsets of a set A of cardinality [A( = H,, has cojinality 
cof(A) = [Al = H,. 
Proof Obviously, cof(A) < K,. Therefore, it remains to show that cof(A) 2 K,. Assume 
to the contrary that there exists a cofinal subset M E A of cardinality IMI < K,_ 1. Put 
M = {A E A 13~ E M, ,l< cl}. Since A is cofinite, it follows that 1RI = IMI G K,_,. Since 
(A) = K,, we conclude that A \ M # 8. Therefore, there exists a point lo E A\M. One 
cannot have an element p E M satisfying lo < p, because this would imply lo E M. Hence, 
M is not cofinal in A, which contradicts the assumption. 0 
3. A SPECIAL PROJECTIVE RESOLUTION FOR A(A) 
In the sections which follow we will apply the general results from Section 2 to a special 
and particularly simple projective resolution of A(A), called the standard projective resolu- 
tion of A(A), which we will now describe (cf. with [l&19]). 
In order to define the nth member P” = (P;, ilrlp, A) of this resolution, we consider the free 
abelian group 
pn=l <?<, z. (19) 0. .n 
whose basis is formed by elements, which correspond to increasing sequences lo < ..a < 1, 
from A of length n, denoted by (no, . . . . A,). We then define P; as the subgroup of P”, 
generated by all (no, . . . . A,), where 1 =Z lo, i.e., 
(20) 
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For 1 G A’, we define iA>,, : Py, -+ Plf as the natural inclusion. Clearly, P” = (P;, iAl,, A) is an 
abelian progroup over A. 
We now define morphisms e = (ej): P” + A(A) and d"- ’ = (d:_ 1): P” + P"- I. Let 
e: P” + Z be given by e(J,) = 1, and let e, = el Py. Let d”-’ : P” + P”- ‘, n 2 1, be given 
by 
d”-l(Ao,..., /I,) = i (-l)j(nO,...,aj,...,n,) 
j=O 
(21) 
and let d!- ’ = d”- ’ ) Pi. Clearly, the homomorphisms eA define a morphism e : P” + A(A) 
and the homomorphisms dy- ’ define morphisms d”-’ : P” + P”- ‘. 
LEMMA 7. The systems P” and the morphisms e, de-l, n 2 1, form a projective resolution 
of A(A), called the standard projective resolution of A(A). 
Proof: Equation (21) is the usual formula for the boundary of a simplex. Therefore, 
d”-‘d*(Ao, . . . . A,,,) = 0, for n 2 1, and thus Im(d”) E Ker(d”-I). Moreover, Im(d’) E 
Ker(e), because ed”(/2,, A,) = e(&> - e(A,) = 1 - 1 = 0. In order to prove the converse 
inclusions, one considers the operation, which corresponds to the formation of a cone over 
a chain. More precisely, if lo < ... < 1, is an increasing sequence in A and p E A has the 
property that A,, < p, then (A,, . . . . A,, I*) is a well-defined element of P”+ ‘. More generally, 
any element x E P” is a finite sum of the form 
X = 1 ri(lfj, . . ..A.), 
iEI 
where all & < e.. < Ai, i E I, belong to A and all ri E Z. If p E A satisfies ni < p, for all i E I, 
then (x, p) is a well-defined element of P”+l, given by 
(X,/l) = 1 ri(ib,...,A~,/i). (23) 
iel 
It is readily verified that (21)-(23) yield 
d”(x,p) = (d”-‘x,p) + ( -l)“+lx,n > 1. (24) 
Now assume that x E Ker(d”-‘), i.e., d”-lx = 0. Since A is directed and I is finite, one 
can always find p E A such that 1: d ,u, for all i E I. Then (24) applies and yields 
x = ( - l)“+‘d”(x,p) E Im(d”), (25) 
as desired. If n = 0, then (22) and (23) yield 
dO<x,p)= Err <P>-x. 
( > iel 
(24) 
However, if e(x) = 0, then Cie,ri = 0 and therefore, (26) yields x = - d’(x,p) E Im(d’). 
Finally, e : P” -+ Z is a surjection. 
In order to complete the proof of Lemma 7, it remains to show that each P” is 
a projective progroup over A. Let G = (G,, quo, A) and H = (HA, hAA,, A) be abelian pro- 
groups, let v = (Q): G + H be an epimorphism and let w = (wJ: P” + H be a morphism. 
We must exhibit a morphism u = (ui) : P” + G, such that vu = w. 
Since v10 is surjective, any increasing sequences (no < ... < A,) in A admits an element 
x.?o. . . .A. E %, such that ub(xl,, .... A.) = wlO<lzo, . . . . A,>. Putting ulO(J~, . . ..A> = Xl0 ,..., *,, one 
obtains 
%(aio(Jo, . ..*U) = Wlo<~O, . . ..U. (27) 
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If A< lo, one puts 
We obtain in this way a well-defined homomorphism ui, : Pj + GA. If ,J d I’ and 1’ < ;iO, 
then (28) yields 
91i.,Ul,<&, .a-, 1,) = g;.l’Yl.‘loulO(&, ...vA.> = U%(&, ...,k>, (29) 
which shows that the homomorphisms uI. define a morphism u: P” + G. Finally, by (28) 
and (27) 
VlUl(&, . . . . 2”) = ~lgllO(~~O~~~o~ . . ..&I>) 
= k,,v~,ul,(&, . .., A> 
= hi.,,wi,&...,&) = WI.<&,...,&) (30) 
which yields the desired relation 
Explicit formulas for computing 
VI.UI. = wi: 0 (31) 
lim” were discovered independently and simulta- 
neously in 1961 by Niibeling [17] and Roos [21] (also see [3,4]). With an abelian progroup 
H = (HA, hAna, A), one associates a specific cochain complex 
K(H) = (0 + K’(H) 3 K’(H) ‘% K2(H) + e..). (32) 
Then 1im”H is the nth cohomology group H”(K(H)). The group K”(H) of n-cochains is 
given by 
K”(H) = fl H;,,. (33) 
2” < .,. < i,, 
If c = (cj.o...i.._, ) denotes elements of K"- l(H), then the coboundary operator 
6”: K"-'(H) + K”(H), n 2 1, is given by 
(h”C)j.o...j., = hj.o~,(C~n...~.,) + i ( - l)jC>.o..,j ,.  1 . 
j=l 
(34) 
Using the standard projective resolution of A(A), it is easy to prove the above assertion. 
Indeed, by the definition of right derived functors, lim” H is the 0th cohomology 
the cochain complex 
group of 
L(H) = (0 + Hom(P’, H) -+ Hom(P’, H) + ..-). (35) 
Hence, it suffices to exhibit an isomorphism of cochain complexes 4” : L(H) + K(H). It 
consists of isomorphisms &!, : L”(H) -+ K”(H), defined as follows. If f E L”(H) = Hom(P”,H) 
is given by homomorphisms fj, : P; + Hj,, then &!,(f) E K"(H) is the n-cochain c = (c: 10. . ..i. ) 2 
where 
ci.,, ..., 1, =.&(<Jo, . . ., A>) E Hi.,. (36) 
Let us only verify that $;I is an epimorphism. Consider an arbitrary n-cochain 
c = (c,?0 _._ in ) E K”(H). Since the elements (Ao, . . ., 
a well-defmed homomorphism 1; : P1 
A,), i < Ao, form a basis of P;, one obtains 
-+ HI by putting 
f,.(Qo, .‘.> A”)> = hj.>.o(cj.,...;.,) E Hj: (37) 
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The homomorphisms fn determine a morphism f: P” + H, because 
_& = hll,_tk 1 < A’, (38) 
which is easily verified on the generators (A,, . . . . A,), 1’ < &, of Pj(.. Finally, if we put 
&(I) = d = (d~,...~ .), then, by (36) and (37), dl,.,.nN =_&,((&, . . ., A>) = CA,,...I,, i.e., c = 
&df) 6 W44. 
4. REALIZING THE PROGROUP F’” BY A POLYHEDRAL SYSTEM 
In this section we will realize geometrically the abelian progroups P”, which appear in 
the standard projective resolution of A(A). More precisely, we will prove the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let A be a directed set A, let m, n be integers 2 1, and let P” be the nth term 
of the standard projective resolution of A(A), described in Section 3. Then there exists an 
inverse system of polyhedra and mappings X = X(m, n, A), such that its mth homology pro- 
group H,,,(X) with integer coefJicients is (levelwise) isomorphic to P”(A). 
Proof: Let (B”, *) denote the standard m-cell with a base-point * on its boundary and let 
(Sm, *) denote the standard m-sphere with a base-point *. For each il E A, we define the 
polyhedron XI as the wedge (CW-topology) of a collection of pointed polyhedra X:O,.,i., 
called leaves, 
X 1= V XL.i.~ (39) lo< . ..$A. 
where 
(40) 
For 1< A’, we define the mapping piAT :X1, + X1, as a wedge of mappings 
PM, = V PEA. (41) 
l#JQ...<A, 
If 1 < 1’ < Ao, then X:b._3. = X:,,,,,n = S”, and one puts P:“,:,,~, = id. Similarly, if 2 @, 
and 2’ Q,, one has X:,,,,,n = X:,,,,,” = B’“, and one also puts P:“,:,,~. = id. The only 
remaining case is when II G lo, but 1’ $A0 and therefore, X:b,,,l, = B”, but Xi,,,,,” = Sm. In 
this case one puts p:“,:,,,, = I$+ where 4: B” + S” is the mapping which collapses the 
boundary of B” to the base-point * of Sm. We claim that pII,pI,I,, = pAA,,, whenever 
II G A’ < A”, and therefore, X = (Xl,pM,, A) is an inverse system of polyhedra and mappings. 
Indeed, there are four possible cases to check. (a) 1” < Izo, (b) A’ < Izo, but 1” $A,, (c) A < lo, 
but 1’ $A0 and A” $A,, (d) A $A,, 1’ $A,, 1” &I,. In these four cases the required equality 
reduces to id 0 id = id, id 0 4 = 4, 4 0 id = 4 and id 0 id = id. 
To determine the homology progroup H,,,(X), note that H,(B”) = 0, H&7’) = Z. 
Therefore, by (39) and (40), 
H,(X,) = @ Z = P”(A). (42) 
1<lOd.~.C1, 
Furthermore, the restriction of p:“,:,.A, to X:b...ln induces the identity homomorphism on the 
corresponding summand Z of H”(X,.). Therefore, paA,* : Hm(X,,) + Hm(X,) is the inclusion 
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homomorphism ini, : P;, + P;. All this proves our assertion that H,(X) coincides with 
P”(A). 0 
If we combine Theorem 2 with Theorem 3, we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 4. If A is a directed set of cojinality cof(h) = K,_l, n 2 1, then the inverse 
system of polyhedra X = X(m, n, A), described in the proof of Theorem 3, has the property that 
lim” pro-H,(X) # 0. 
5. THE LIMIT SPACE X(m, n, A) 
We now state our main result. 
THEOREM 5. Let X = X(m, n, A) be the inverse system of polyhedra and mappings, de- 
scribed in the proof of Theorem 3. Then the inverse limit X = X(m, n, A) of X is a paracompact 
space, which has the property that the nth derived limit of its mth homology progroup (integer 
coeficients) is nontrivial, lim” pro-H,(X) # 0. 
Theorem 5 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4 and the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Let X = X(m,n,A) be the inverse system of polyhedra and mappings, de- 
scribed in the proof of Theorem 3. Then the inverse limit X = X(m, n, A) of X is a paracompact 
space, and the projections pi: X + X1, ), E A, define a resolution of X. 
Proof of Theorem 6. We first define a set X by putting 
x= v Xao...%., (43) 
h<...<& 
where (XAO,,,l,, *) = (B”, *), * E 8B’“, for all increasing sequences lo < ... G I, in A. Here we 
also speak of leaves XlO,,,l.. We then define functions pI : X + X1, I E A, by putting 
Pi = V P:O...& (4) 
Ail i ... G a. 
where PL,...A, : XLA, + J&.,.L is given by 
(45) 
It is easy to verify that 
pII,pI, = pl, for il < 1’. (46) 
Indeed, for the restriction to Xi,,,,l., there are only three possible cases: (a) I’ G lo, (b) 
I < lo, but 1’ +&, and (c) 1 $A,, and rZ’ $2,. In these cases the required equality reduces to 
id 0 4 = 4, 4 0 id = r#~ and id 0 id = id, respectively. 
We will now endow X with a topology, by defining its basis d#. By definition, ~3# consists 
of all subsets of X of the form p; l(V), where J. E A and Y E X1 is an open set of X1. Clearly, 
W is a covering of X. Moreover, if x E pi ‘(VI) n p;‘( V,), then by (46), one has p&x) E V, for 
L 2 11, &, where 
(47) 
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Since V is open in XI, one concludes that p: l(V) E 93’. Moreover, 
xEPA-l(V)CP~l(~)nP,,‘(Vz) (48) 
which shows that g can be used as the basis of a topology. 
With the topology we just introduced, the functions pi : X -+ Xn are obviously continu- 
ous. Let us also note, that on each leaf XIO,,,A, = B”, the relative topology inherited from 
X coincides with the usual euclidean topology of the m-ball. Indeed, for any 3, E A and 
VG XI open, one has 
Since V n X:,,..j,” is an open subset of Xb,,,,_ and P:~,,,~, : XIO.,,A” --, X$,,,,_ is continuous 
with respect o the usual topology of Xi.O,.,l, (because it is either id or r$), one concludes that 
open sets on XIO...i.. , in the topology inherited from X, are open also in the usual topology. 
Conversely, let U c Xlo,.,i,n be open in the usual topology. Choose I > la and note that 
then P:,.,,~, = id. Therefore, U is also an open set of the leaf X:,,,,An. Consequently, one can 
choose an open set V in XI such that V n X:o,,,i, = U. Then, by (49), 
p;‘(V) n XJ.~...E., = V n XL,,A~ = U, (50) 
which shows that U is open also in the topology inherited from X. Also notice that, for 
every increasing sequence ;10 6 see 6 A,,, the open leaf Xi.,,,,i..\{*> is an open subset of X, 
because it coincides with the set P;~(X:,,.,;,_\ {*}) and X:,,,.,.\{*} is open in XA. It is now 
obvious that each left Xi.O,,,i+ is a closed subset of X. - 
We will now show that a stronger form (Bl) of condition (Bl) holds, i.e., for an arbitrary 
open covering % of X, there exist a A E A and an open covering @!1 of X1 such that p; 1 (%J 
refines !&. There is no loss of generality in assuming that 9 E W. At least one member 
U, E 9 contains the base-point * E X. Since U, E J?& there exists a 1, E A and an open set 
V* in Xj.. such that U, = p,<;‘( V.). Note that 
* = Pi.*(*) E Pi.(U*) c K+. (51) 
Now consider any sequence la < ... < 1, in A. Let us first assume that A, Q.,, and 
therefore, XI, _,, ;., = X:;...i, = B” and ok...;., = id. For any U E 42, which differs from U,, 
consider the set U’, obtained from U n X,,,,, ;., by removing the base-point *. Each set U’ is 
contained in Xj.O,.,j,, \ { *} and is open on the leaf X;,o,,,j,.. Therefore, it is an open subset of 
X:;,,.,,_\ { *} and thus also of X”‘. Consequently, the sets U’ form a collection “yii,,,, ; , of open 
subset of X”‘, which covers X~~,,,j., \ V, and has the property that pL.‘(YA,,.,,J refines 9. 
Now consider the case when & Q la. Then, X1,,,, ;,, = B”, X:;.,,,. = S” and P$_~, = C#I. For 
any U E 4?l, which differs from U,, consider the set U’ , obtained from U n Xj,o,,,i,, by 
removing the boundary of Xlo,,, i.,,. Each set U’ is contained in the interior of the m-ball 
Xj,O,,,j.. and is open on the leaf Xi ,,,,,, j ,,,. Since 4 maps the interior of this leaf onto 
X:,,,.>.,\(*> = S”\(*) h omeomorphically, it follows that the sets &U’) form a collection 
K,o,,,j., of open subsets of Xi,,,,,,,\ {*} and thus also of X”*. Moreover, K.O,,.,,, covers 
X:g...>.,\K and PL l(Yj.,,,,L_) refines %!. It is now clear that all the collections ~~.o,.,l,, 
together with the open set V, form an open covering 7cr of Xj.,, which has the desired 
property that p,;‘(f) refines a’. 
NOW notice that the mappings pi, : X + Xi are surjections, which makes condition (B2) 
obviously true. Consequently, p = (pi) : X + X is a polyhedral resolution of X. 
To prove that X is a Hausdorff space, it suffices to show that, for any pair of distinct 
points x,x’ E X, there exists a i, E A such that p).(x) # pj,(X’). Assume that, x E XLO,,,l,, 
x’ E X%,...j.: and choose 2 > la, &. Then pt..,,,, and ~j~,.,~.~ are identity mappings, and the 
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assertion becomes obvious. To prove that X is paracompact, consider any open covering 
% of X. By property @IT), there is a 2 E A and an open covering Y of XI such that p-l (9’“) 
refines 92. Since polyhedra are paracompact, V admits a locally finite refinement -W. 
Consequently, p-‘(w) is a locally finite refinement of p-‘(Y), and thus, also of 9. Finally, 
recall that paracompact spaces are topologically complete and for such spaces resolutions 
are always inverse limits (see [14, Ch. I, Section 6, Theorem 61). q 
REMARK 1. One should not think that X is the wedge of a collection of m-balls. 
Indeed, for every neighborhood U of *, there exist a 2 E A and an open neighborhood V of 
* in X1 such that (pJ’(V) c U. Now consider leaves Xj.O,,,l,, of X, for which A0 2 1. For 
such leaves P:,,,.~, = 4 and therefore, pA maps each boundary of such a left to *. Conse- 
quently, these boundaries belong entirely to U. Consequently, one can think of X as 
consisting of a cluster of (m - 1)-spheres, having a base-point * in common and coverging 
towards it, and of large cones over these boundaries. Notice that a compact subset C c X 
cannot meet infinitely many interiors of these cones. If it did, for each 2 E A, the image pi(C) 
would be a compact subset of Xi.3 which meets infinitely many of its open leaves. Hence, it 
would not be contained in a finite subcomplex of the obvious CW-complex, which covers X2. 
The following is an easy consequence of Theorem 5. 
COROLLARY 1. There exists a paracompact space X such that 
lim” pro-H,(X) # 0, for all m, n >, 1. (52) 
Proof: For each pair of integers m, n 2 1, choose a paracompact space X(m, n) such that 
lim” pro-H,(X(m, n)) # 0. (53) 
Let X be the disjoint sum X = u m,nX(m, n). Clearly, X is also paracompact. Let 
i,,,. : X(m, n) + X be the natural inclusion and let rmn : X + X(m, n) be a retraction. Since 
lim” pro-H, is a covariant functor, r,,,,, 0 i,, = id implies 
lim” pro-H,,,(r,,) 0 lim” pro-H,(i,,) = id. (54) 
Consequently, by (53), one must have lim”pro-H,(X) # 0. 0 
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